ROMAN SPECTACLE BUILDINGS AS A SETTING FOR MARTYRDOM AND ITS CONSEQUENCES IN THE CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE

Abstract: In the framework of the study of Christian buildings in the ruins of amphitheatres, theaters, stadiums and Roman circuses, becomes appropriate to develop some reflections mainly aimed helping to explain the symbolic dimension acquired by the ludic background in which a far from negligible part of the Christian martyrdoms took place, as outlined on the preserved sources. Although this ludic substrate is not the only factor to be considered, it’s the one that allowed the hagiographers composing stories – some with more historical veracity than others – with architectural settings charged with symbolism, where the victory of the martyrs as “athletes of Christ” was equated to the victory in secular games. All this greatly contributes to explain the subsequent relationship between Christian building and playful architecture occurred from the late 4th and early 5th centuries, and detected in the late antique and early medieval topography of some Roman cities. However, this issue has gone relatively unnoticed for Archeology, and when the two key elements – building and church – appear, with few exceptions, they are considered separately in case of being subjected to some kind of study.
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1. DECADENT SPECTACLE BUILDINGS AND A FLOURISHING RELIGION

The slow decline of entertainment buildings caused by the crisis that affected local evergesies was greatly encouraged by the progressive decadence of gladiatorial games and for the actions undertaken by the Church. That declining also entailed – from late fourth century as the earliest – the construction of Christian buildings in arenas and into the structures of some of these public buildings, most of which had fallen into gradual abandonment as a result of the lack of use for which they were originally intended.
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1 This study has been developed in the framework of a postdoctoral contract held in Universitat de Barcelona. This contract has been possible thanks to a scholarship grant Beatriu de Pinós (mode A) of the Direcció General de Recerca de la Generalitat de Catalunya, and is inserted in my research project Christian edifice in Roman buildings for public spectacles: historical genesis and archaeological implications, and also in the research projects HAR2010-15183/HIST of the Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación and 2009SGR-1255 from the Agència de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris i de Recerca, both projects led by Prof. Josep Vilella Masana (Universitat de Barcelona).

2 For a comprehensive and profound vision of the role played by Christianity in relation to Roman spectacles, see the interesting monographs: JIMÉNEZ SÁNCHEZ 2006a; ID., 2010.

3 In Italy, for instance, the archaeological documentation points out that most of the abandonments...
Despite the outstanding repair works of the Pavia amphitheater undertaken by Theodoric, the “re-opening” of the Arenas of Lutetia in the midst of the sixth century at the behest of Chilperico, and the repairs carried out on the Colosseum, among others, the fact is that most of the expensive entertainment buildings erected during the centuries of splendor of the Empire were now abandoned to their fate or, in the best case, to the fate of the bishops, new patrons of most late antique cities. With his new role as a local leader, the mitred also is going to be, in many cases, the manager of the shattered public goods and the main sponsor in case of construction or repair, both actions used now to benefit the Christian building industry at the expense of the old and expensive infrastructure that had defined the profile of the Roman city. These new Christian buildings often reused and/or occupied some of the old public buildings no longer in use, whether for architectural convenience, whether by a religious significance, or for both reasons at the same time. Following this model, it is well documented the Christianization of buildings or the construction of Christian architecture in pagan temples, civil basilicas, libraries, granaries, baths, etc.

Something similar happened with entertainment buildings, but unlike the previous ones, their huge and particular building structures were not always the most suitable to be reused for raising other buildings – Christian in our case – into them with a few arrangements. Therefore, although we will see examples of adaptation and superposition of Christian buildings to the structures and the bleachers – cunei and caues – thus taking advantage of existing structures, we will also see ex novo construction of

...and in case of construction or repair, both actions used now to benefit the Christian building industry at the expense of the old and expensive infrastructure that had defined the profile of the Roman city. These new Christian buildings often reused and/or occupied some of the old public buildings no longer in use, whether for architectural convenience, whether by a religious significance, or for both reasons at the same time. Following this model, it is well documented the Christianization of buildings or the construction of Christian architecture in pagan temples, civil basilicas, libraries, granaries, baths, etc.

Something similar happened with entertainment buildings, but unlike the previous ones, their huge and particular building structures were not always the most suitable to be reused for raising other buildings – Christian in our case – into them with a few arrangements. Therefore, although we will see examples of adaptation and superposition of Christian buildings to the structures and the bleachers – cunei and caues – thus taking advantage of existing structures, we will also see ex novo construction of

of spectacles buildings take place between the last decades of the 3rd and 4th centuries, BASSO 2003: 901; the same what HEIJMANS 2006: 38-39 finds in Gaul. For the rest of the Empire, the data are not very divergent.

1 PINON 1996: 105; GREGORI 2011: 159. Theodoric had also ordered the repairing of the Pompeius Theater (Rome). Note the presence of an amphitheater in the representation of the city of Ravenna contained in the mosaic of San Apollinare Nuovo. Theodoric himself commissioned this mosaic, thus we can infer that the Ostrogoth city had an amphitheater in good condition in the 6th century, or it was at least worthy of appearing among the most significant monuments of Ravenna.

3 CIL, VI, 32094.
4 SEE BASSO 2003: 902.

This applies mainly to amphitheaters and theaters. We know that circuses and hippodromes escaped for a time from this trend, partly because of its close association with the scenography of imperial power, see JIMÉNEZ SÁNCHEZ 2011: 181-193, in part because their spectacles did not pose an excessive moral conflict for the new Christian (chariot racing, despite being also criticized by the Fathers of the Church, were not very problematic compared to other types of entertainment such as gladiator fights). Even in some places new circuses were constructed during the late Roman period, while in other, the sources still state their anecdotal and punctual use in the sixth century. Such is the case of the one in Arles, HEIJMANS 2006: 39, and maybe the one in Zaragoza, if there was any – some ludi circenses are documented, but no circus has been found so far: JIMÉNEZ SÁNCHEZ 2006b: 99-113. On the contrary, they could still be used to celebrate coronations of barbarian kings, like that of the circus Adaloald which took place in the circus of Milano in 604, PAVLVS DIAC., Hist. Long., IV, 30; see CAGIANO DE AZEVEDO 1969: 44. Except for these cases, once the Western Roman Empire fell, circuses lost their political significance, and suffered the same fate than the rest of entertainment buildings. Meanwhile, in the East pars many circuses survived until Islamic incursions, and that of Constantinople remained in use until the invasion by the Crusaders in 1204, that left it in such disrepair that it was never again used for racing, NOVARA 2001: 193, 197, n. 3, 11; JIMÉNEZ SÁNCHEZ 2010: 18. See JIMÉNEZ SÁNCHEZ/SALES CARBONELL 2004: 185-201.

5 HEIJMANS 2006: 38.

For the construction of the Basilica of San Lorenzo Maggiore in the fourth century, when the ludic building, apparently, could still be functioning; an ambivalent use that has also had for a time the Flavian amphitheatre. In Terraco, material from the circus is employed to build the episcopium. And in Teramo, the twelfth-century cathedral was built in part with material from its former theater and amphitheater, as happened in several churches of Catania, Bolsena or Venosa (SS. Trinità), among other cities. Bishop Hilary of Arles commissioned a deacon named Cyril the building of a basilica, and the deacon injured his foot when a marble block dropped down while they were dismantling the procaenium of the theater to get materials for the new construction. In 570, some of the blocks of the Gerasa hippodrome were used to build a church in the city dedicated by Bishop Mariano, in a moment in which, again, it seems that the building still maintained its recreational use, at least in a small part of its structure.

The phenomenon of churches specifically implemented within the perimeter of recreational buildings, especially amphitheaters, is already detected in Late Antiquity, even though we have mostly medieval and modern examples, the chronology of which could be delayed in many cases. Be that as it may, the presence of most of these churches that we found located in entertainment buildings, regardless of the establishment of an accurate chronology of their foundation, connects with the times of persecution, when some of the followers of the new monotheistic religion found death precisely in the sands of these buildings, as developed in the following section. In fact – and avoiding, for now, the martyrial factor – during the first centuries of our
era, Christian apologists flatly rejected the world of Roman spectacles, and the Hebrew world showed the same attitude before Christianity began to take positions. The Hebrew opposition reached such an extent that the construction of the amphitheater and the theater of Jerusalem led to a conspiracy against Herod\(^\text{20}\). Nevertheless, the conflicty of first Christians in relation to entertainments – and even, in certain cases, with the martydoms themselves\(^\text{21}\) – posed no prejudice so that the magnificent ludic buildings, once fallen into disuse, pass to swell the heritage of certain local churches, and even were claimed and turned into sacred places by building Christian edilicia inside. If the martyr’s tomb, before the Peace of the Church, was the first logical place where martyr worship was detected, in a second moment, they already could proceed to the sacralization of the precise place where the martyr had been confined or had found death. And so they did in some Roman entertainment buildings.

Indeed, once the emperor Theodosius I established Christianity as the only religion officially allowed in the Empire in the late fourth century, these unique architectural frameworks, although initially could have generated some reluctance among Christians (and indeed is observed as many of them are even used as garbage dumps\(^\text{22}\) what appears certain is that, once calmed the rough waters of the martydoms, this places had the perfect substrate to become ideal and idealized settings for certain local Christian communities who kept the memory of their martyrs. A value that, on the other hand, these places had already achieved since the time of the persecutions but that could now materialize and make specific – and enhanced by the episcopal authorities – with the construction of temples in remembrance and memory.

Some modern authors have considered that Christians hated entertainment buildings for involving memories of suffering and pain, while other authors believe they acquired a high and positive symbolic value. Current authors do not reach an agreement on this issue, but most likely this divergence of views and especially about feelings and sensations, already has existed between the Christians of those days\(^\text{23}\). So that, to our knowledge, to go deeper into this discussion is useless as everyone has in all probability his share of reason and the two situations, judging by the archaeological evidence, must have occurred in the different communities depending on the particularities and local idiosyncrasies. However, it is true that the passing of time heals all wounds, and thereby we see logical that generations of Christians of the late fourth and fifth century onwards, more distanced from the events, had idealized these scenarios of blood and horror more easily than those who were contemporaries to Christian martydom or heard about them in detail from their direct ascendants. Actually, the chronologies of implementation of Christian edilicia in recreational buildings agree with this evolutionary idea, with the easying and the mythification of memories that the passage of time confers to them. Moreover, what does appear indisputable is that, little by little, the entertainment buildings were losing the recreational use for which they were initially conceived, according to economic and structural changes that took place from late romanity. And with this state of affairs the pragmatism of local leaders – often bishops – probably played a decisive role in seizing these quarries of construction material and the urban space they occupied, transforming, with time and the right strategy (composition of passions and uitae) some of these ancient horror stages into triumph scenarios by constructing churches inside, perhaps for religiousness, maybe for economic interests, or maybe for the combination of these and other factors.

Amphitheaters are certainly the preferred recreational buildings for implementing inside them Christian buildings, judging by the documented percentages (vid. infra), but the construction of churches also proliferated, although to a lesser extent, in the sands of circuses and in the structures of theaters, the other quintessential entertainment buildings of the Roman classical world. But, as we will see, the meaning of these latter constructions is very different than the significance of the churches built in amphitheaters. Firstly, the golden era of construction in circuses comes at the beginning of the fourth century\(^\text{24}\), coinciding with a period in which most of the amphitheaters of the empire had already fallen into decline. But it is also true that in some cases, such as the Vatican circus we will see below, some of them were closed earlier, fostering an early Christian use of its space. Moreover, due to the large size of circuses and amphitheaters, a curious phenomenon took place: churches were erected into ludic buildings that were still functioning – though on a smaller perimeter.

The example of Tarraco present a great part of the identifying ingredients of the matter we are dealing with: the structures of an amphitheater in a fairly optimal state of conservation; acts of martyrdom of undeniable historical truthfulness referring explicitly that the martyrs perished in the amphitheater of the city, and a first early Christian church or chapel of martyrial nature bearing witness of the cult shortly after the time when the amphitheater was abandoned as a recreational place. The antiquity and authenticity of the acts of martyrdom of Fructuosus of Tarragona and his deacons, expressly detailing his execution in the amphitheater of the city, coming along with the archaeological evidence of the chapel built in its sands, constitute the paradigm of this historical reality, but unfortunately, such explicit evidence of the phenomenon that we are studying have not always been preserved. This

\(^{20}\) FLAVIVS IOSEPHVS, Ant. Iud., XV, 267-291. It appears that when Flavius Josephus talked about this amphitheater he was actually referring to the hippodrome, excavated between 1982 and 1988, cf. PATRICH 2011: 177, n. 2.

\(^{21}\) DUNDEBERG 2013: 419-440.

\(^{22}\) See, for example, WILMOTT 2008: 183-184 for the British case, and DIARTE BLASCO 2012: 288-289 for the Hispanic.

\(^{23}\) Augustine responded to the mourners of the ruin of the amphitheaters that he were contemporaries to Christian martyrdom or heard about them in detail from their direct ascendants. Actually, the chronologies of implementation of Christian edilicia in recreational buildings agree with this evolutionary idea, with the easying and the mythification of memories that the passage of time confers to them. Moreover, what does appear indisputable is that, little by little, the entertainment buildings were losing the recreational use for which they were initially conceived, according to economic and structural changes that took place from late romanity. And with this state of affairs the pragmatism of local leaders – often bishops – probably played a decisive role in seizing these quarries of construction material and the urban space they occupied, transforming, with time and the right strategy (composition of passions and uitae) some of these ancient horror stages into triumph scenarios by constructing churches inside, perhaps for religiousness, maybe for economic interests, or maybe for the combination of these and other factors.

Amphitheaters are certainly the preferred recreational buildings for implementing inside them Christian buildings, judging by the documented percentages (vid. infra), but the construction of churches also proliferated, although to a lesser extent, in the sands of circuses and in the structures of theaters, the other quintessential entertainment buildings of the Roman classical world. But, as we will see, the meaning of these latter constructions is very different than the significance of the churches built in amphitheaters. Firstly, the golden era of construction in circuses comes at the beginning of the fourth century\(^\text{24}\), coinciding with a period in which most of the amphitheaters of the empire had already fallen into decline. But it is also true that in some cases, such as the Vatican circus we will see below, some of them were closed earlier, fostering an early Christian use of its space. Moreover, due to the large size of circuses and amphitheaters, a curious phenomenon took place: churches were erected into ludic buildings that were still functioning – though on a smaller perimeter.

The example of Tarraco present a great part of the identifying ingredients of the matter we are dealing with: the structures of an amphitheater in a fairly optimal state of conservation; acts of martyrdom of undeniable historical truthfulness referring explicitly that the martyrs perished in the amphitheater of the city, and a first early Christian church or chapel of martyrial nature bearing witness of the cult shortly after the time when the amphitheater was abandoned as a recreational place. The antiquity and authenticity of the acts of martyrdom of Fructuosus of Tarragona and his deacons, expressly detailing his execution in the amphitheater of the city, coming along with the archaeological evidence of the chapel built in its sands, constitute the paradigm of this historical reality, but unfortunately, such explicit evidence of the phenomenon that we are studying have not always been preserved. This

\(^{24}\) See specific chapter in HUMPHREY 1986: 579-638.
case in point, quite unique, will be useless for us when intending to unambiguously demonstrate the fact that all the Christian constructions built into certain ludic Roman buildings are linked with the martyrdoms occurred during the first centuries: the prevailing archaeological reality is that we have many other examples of Christian architecture, basically medieval, also built within recreational framework where, a priori, and lack of direct textual data, this relation with martyrdoms is not as clear nor as accepted by historians.

Therefore, we should delimit and weigh up what it really meant to the early Christians dying in the arenas, and which impact could it have on the imaginary of Christians born after the Peace of the Church. Such reflections, along with the critical archaeological study we are developing – a little extract of which is included below – will maybe lead us to accept that there were actually many more cases of primitive martyrial chapels hidden in the remains not only of medieval churches, but also into modern ones, present even today in the ruins of amphitheaters, theaters, circuses, and stadiums, and how unnoticed have do they passed to archeology eyes, to judge from scientific literature.

2. CHRISTIAN MYTHS GESTATED IN PAGAN SCENERIES

From the pragmatic perspective of pagan Roman society, the executions of Christians where only a modality – and not necessarily the most appreciated – of the varied shows that were offered to the plebs. Meanwhile, ancient Christian literature, based on the eschatological ideology of sacrifice founded on the Pauline paradox “to die in Christ is to live” specifically and proudly referred to the “spectacle of martyrdom”. In addition to this particular vision of death held by Christian was the obsession to collect the remains of bodies, the ashes and the blood of the martyrs, as often described in detail in the texts. This obsession, beyond the desire to give a proper burial as was required, was the germ of the veneration of martyrs and most likely can be interpreted also as a Christianized version of the old pagan practice of collecting the oil from the athletes and the blood of gladiators, fluids supposed to heal fever and epilepsy, respectively. The Christian martyr, then, was a sort of gladiator of the faith to Christian eyes, a gladiator perfectissimus, “an athlete winner in every battle of the sacred games”, and therefore if the body of the Gladiator...
ignatius, bishop of antioch, suffered martyrdom in (155 c.e.). He died burned at the stake because, as the uenationes time had finished, the asiarch philip could not release the lion that Jews and pagans demanded. Polycarp’s martyrdom was particularly important and influential for contemporary Christian writers and for the ones who wrote on the centuries immediately subsequent to the event, so we can presumably assume that the elements of his narrative, including the scenery of the spectacle building, would constitute a genuine paradigm, which would condition the entire subsequent hagiographic literature.

• carp, papilus and agathonice, bishop and deacon the first two (161-180 c.e.). Sentenced to the bonfire in the amphitheater of pergamon.
• martyrs of lyon and vienne (blandina, maturus, sanctus, attalus, alexander, pontic and others), in lugdunum (capital of gallia lugdunensis) (177 c.e.): there were many, about fifty, and they represent the quintessential model of the Christian martyrdom in the amphitheater. It’s specified that those who survived the prison and interrogation were conducted to the amphitheater as it is constantly referred in the source (in all probability talking about the preserved amphitheater of trois gauls, located in lyon), and they were executed during the ludi by using various forms of torture, including the recurrent damnatio ad bestias.
• perpetua, felicity and others, in the amphitheater of carcassonne (capital of africa proconsularis) (203 c.e.). They suffered martyrdom ad bestias using a leopard, a bear and a wild cow. It is explicitly stated in the sources that they were executed during some munera castrensia.
• at caesarea in palestine, priscus, malchus and alexander were delivered to the beasts (most likely in its well-documented hippodrome, been converted in amphitheater)), in times of valerian (253-260 c.e.).
• fructuosus, bishop of tarragona, and his deacons augurius and eulogius, die burned at the stake, in the amphitheater of tarragona, capital of the hispanic tarraconensis (259 c.e.).

51 ronchey 1990: 151, note 23.
52 letter from the church of Smyrna to the church of Philomelum, summarized and included in evsebivs caes., hist. eccl. iv, 15; they are also preserved complete copies of the letter, mart. polycarp.; burni 1998: 35-993; Ruiz Bueno 1996: 263-279. See also Carfora 2009: 106-111.
53 Moss 2013: 417.
54 Acar, papilus et agathonices, 36.
55 thomas 1978: 94. The martyrdom is referenced in the letter of the churches of Lyon and Vienne to the churches of Asia and Phrygia, written by irenæus, and included in evsebivs caes., hist. eccl. v, 1, 37.
57 frend 1978: 167.
58 This information has led some authors to propose that the martyrdom occurred in this military amphitheater of carcassonne. charles-picard 1965: 200, different from the civil amphitheater which has reached our days - see status of the issue in carfora 2009: 46-47.
59 Indeed, the Herodian hippodrome had been converted into amphitheater in the early or mid-third century, patrick 2011: 107, 177-204.
61 Passio fruct. See franchi de’cavalieri 1959.
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historical veracity of the facts narrated there is zero
—except the own martyrdom, which occurred in the
tetarchic period and was reported by Prudentius75— the
hagiographer mentioned his death in the amphitheater
of the city74.

Finally, we should mention the late case, singular,
and certainly legendary, of Almachius, later known
as Telemachus, an oriental monk who, between the
late fourth century and the early fifth century died in
Rome when he came down to the sand to avoid the
fight between gladiators and try to talk sense to his
congeners75.

From this list of martyrdoms reported by hagiography
as been held within the framework of Roman entertainment
buildings, we can infer a number of assessments that
will affect our archaeological argument and help its
understanding. Firstly, the literary sources usually indicate
that many of these martyrs were “eaten by the beasts” or
“delivered to the beasts”, which means – even though this
aspect is not always explicitly mentioned in the texts – the
presence of a closed infrastructure which would confer
minimum security guarantees for the spectators76: that
is, basically, an amphitheater or any other entertainment
building previously adapted to this task. Moreover, despite
the damnatio ad bestias was already a common punishment
in time of Augustus77, it is obvious that not all cities had
wild animals78 available at any moment – lions, basically – so
the executions could be carried out with other methods, as
was the case of Tarragona (through the stake), where also
its chronology of mid-third century leads us to a not so
glorious days of the Empire, when it became more difficult
to stock up wild beasts and organizing the splendid games
held in the first and second centuries. However, the sentence
was carried out in one of the three spectacle buildings of
the city, as specified by the source. Further, the execution of
the martyrs of Tarragona, relatively late (259 C.E.) seems to
take place outside the framework of any other ludic event, or
at least the Acts do not mention it at all, but that fact did not
stop a large crowd, composed of both Christians and pagans,
who were testimony of the martyrdom and even the pagans,
or so it seems, showed great respect towards the figure of
Fructuosus79. Thus, although in this case there might not

77 Jordana Acisculum dabit, PRVDENTIVS, Peristeph., 4, 19.
78 Sanctum uero Acisculum in anfiteatrum decollari preceptit, Passio Aciscli et Vict., 17, 1-2.
79 THEODOREVTS, Hist. eccl., V, 26. See JIMNCHEZ, 2008: do como Tely la prohibici yen raza que se tratalaza un amfiteatro siglo III e inicios del IV, que
un autor como ÉNEZ SÁNCHEZ 2008: 89-165.
80 COLEMAN 1990: 51-52.
81 VILLE 1981: 236. In the last century of the Republic, the leading role of
the spectacles with wild animal was growing significantly, COLEMAN 1990: 51 and that role would be strengthened with the establishment of the Empire.
82 Carefully observing the martyrs list included above, we see that, from the
third century onward, Christians eaten by wild beasts are primarily Africans
and Orientals, id est, martyrs from geographies closer to the natural habitat
of lions and large felines (a further sign of the decrepitude of the economy
and the major trade routes, particularly maritime). On the other hand, from
the third century it appears to be more frequent the presence of bulls, bears
and wild boars, to the detriment of felines, which, in fact, had almost became
extinct in the previous centuries due to their excessive demand. Thus, the
various forms of martyrdom on each of the times and places can also be an
indicator of the economic and ecological pulse of the Empire.
83 Et quum decurant Fructuosus episcopus cum discessus suis ad
have been any ludi as a frame for the execution, nor beasts available, neither a crazed mob of pagan audience, and even if there was no need to have a large infrastructure to carry on the cremation, yet the architectural framework and the reference point for the execution of Christians continued to be the amphitheater.

But leaving aside the case of Tarragona, the fact is that a significant portion of the martyrdoms celebrated in entertainment buildings was part of a ludi program. We could take for instance those of Lyon and Vienne, which took place within the frame of a great show offered on the occasion of the annual festival of the Three Gauls, or the martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicity, as part of some munera castrensis held to celebrate the birthday of Geta, or that of some martyrs of Palestine to commemorate the birthday of Maximinus, or the death of Dasius, executed during the Saturnalia. In short, all of these martyrdoms were held as a part of "the usual spectacles". Thus, we have evidence of a far from negligible number of witnesses of Christians' executions carried out in the arenas, so that, in a context of mass spectacle, the then known as the "minority sect of Christians" was gaining visibility with every martyrdom, often with the spectacles building as a backdrop. A fine example of the internalization of this idea of the arena as the setting for the quintessential Christian heroic death would be the suicide of Peregrinus, a doubtful Christian who, in 165, after having been released from prison (precisely because he was not recognized as a Christian nor the local community, neither by the authorities), in a desperate act of self-reaffirmation decided to throw himself to the flames as if there was no need to have a large infrastructure to carry on the cremation, yet the architectural framework and the reference point for the execution of Christians continued to be the amphitheater.

Let us now see more examples of texts where this scenario value is highlighted throughout the history of persecutions. In Smyrna, at the time of Decius, the martyr Pionius, after going through the forum and the atrium, had to be conducted to the theater so that the plebs could attend sitting to his trial for professing the Christian faith, a process that was running for far too long. Later, at the Pionius' refusal to sacrifice, the director of the shows threatened to claim him to the authorities for gladiatorial combats (amphitheater?), although in the end he was sentenced to the stake, penalty that runs on the stadium. As can be observed, the narrative that has reached our days seems not to skip any of the places across which has passed the process and the martyrdom of Pionius. And, simultaneously, it can be seen as holding trials against Christians in ludic spaces was also recurring, since these buildings, due to its large capacity, permitted to accommodate the huge crowd who gathered in such kind of events.

Even when the execution of the martyr occurred in another location, some writers did not fail the opportunity to include some recreational building in the narration. So, also very significantly in our opinion, in the Vita Cypriani written by his own disciple, the deacon Pontius, he mentioned that the bishop of Carthage passed through the stadium of the city when he was transferred, to stand trial, from the house of the officer designated by the proconsul to the palace. The datum gives us legitimacy to think that, most likely, the writer of the uita was fully aware of the high iconic value accorded to these settings, dedicated for humiliares executions but which paradoxically conferred an unexpected prestige to martyrdom. So although honestior Cyprian is finally beheaded in a wooded valley —a type of execution according to his social status—, Pontius, in a way maybe a little forced to our knowledge, did his best to make very clear the relationship of the martyrdom of the bishop with the stadium (note that the detail is not in the two reviews of the Acts of Cyprian) maybe wanting the deacon thereby confer greater legitimacy to the clean and rapid
Christian buildings. What is really interesting for us, and what we are working on, are the Christian buildings constructed within the perimeter of the spectacles buildings, as witness in many cases of the martyrdoms celebrated in their sands. The following is a preview of some of the most relevant data of our research. Thus, in relation to the list of martyrs provided before, and following the same chronological order, we review very briefly some documented cases of the implementation of Christian commemorative buildings within entertainment buildings where these Christians were executed, again according to the hagiographic tradition.

It is quite paradigmatic the case of the martyrdom that took place in Tarragona in 259, which, three centuries later, led to the construction of a chapel in the arenas of its amphitheater to commemorate the death of Bishop Fructuosus and his deacons. The amphitheater of Tarragona was the last of the Iberian Peninsula in losing its original functionality\textsuperscript{99}, and it did in the mid-fifth century. Already in the sixth century, made of reused materials from the same amphitheater, a first basilica is documented in all likelihood built to commemorate the martyrdom\textsuperscript{100}. A second church in use until not long ago, that of Santa Maria, built in the Middle Ages, amortized the late antique church, under a different invocation to the most primitive (San Fructuosus). This second church is emerging as significant and highly illustrative, since it shows how many medieval churches erected in ludic buildings might be hiding not only an older church, but also a previous patronage of martyrdom nature. This information, which always passes unnoticed, has profound implications to the issue we are dealing with.

Regarding \textit{hippodromo palatii duci}, where Sebastian’s martyrdom took place, we have already pointed that this site has traditionally been interpreted as the Circus Maximus, but maybe some other possibilities should be considered. In particular two others: it could be the private \textit{ludus} belonging to the Domitian’s palace (nowadays still visible but which maybe we can rule out as a potential place of martyrdom in the light of recent interpretations of the site as imperial gardens), and a small amphitheater built also within the Palatine church, under a different invocation to the most primitive (San Fructuosus). This second church is emerging as significant and highly illustrative, since it shows how many medieval churches erected in ludic buildings might be hiding not only an older church, but also a previous patronage of martyrdom nature. This information, which always passes unnoticed, has profound implications to the issue we are dealing with.

3. A BRIEF ARCHEOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

In archaeological terms, the will of symbolically link the cult of martyrdom with a ludic scenario seems to be seen in certain cases, judging from the choice of location of the

\textsuperscript{90} PONTIO DIAC., \textit{Vita Cypr.}, 16, 4: \textit{Euncti autem interfuit transitus stadii. Bene were et quasi de industria factum, ut et locum congruentis certaminis praeeret, qui ad coronam iustitiae consumma agone currebat.}

\textsuperscript{91} Cuius corpus in anfiteatrum deferri mandavit, ut ilic flaminis atrocinus cremaretur, Passio Iuste et Rufine praeteriret, qui ad coronam iustitiae consumma agone currebat.

\textsuperscript{92} EVSEBIVS CAES., \textit{Hist. eccl.}, 6, 5.

\textsuperscript{93} EVSEBIVS CAES., \textit{De mort. Pal.}, 3, 3.

\textsuperscript{94} RUIZ BUENO 1996: 1070. The prison where Heraclea Christians stayed was attached to the theater by a tunnel, and it seems that the imperial authorities were, as usual, permissive in allowing meetings between prisoners and visitors, RUIZ BUENO 1996: 1073.

\textsuperscript{95} EUSEBIVS CAES., \textit{Hist. eccl.}, 6, 5.

\textsuperscript{96} ROLL 2012: 59.

\textsuperscript{97} ROLL 2012: 59.


\textsuperscript{99} DIARTE BLASCO 2012: 284. For Hispania, see also DIARTE BLASCO 2014: 25-38; SALES CARBONELL in press.

\textsuperscript{100} The literature on the amphitheater of Tarragona is huge. See, among the most interesting references for our argument: TEDA 1990 and GODOY FERNANDEZ 1994: 181-210.

\textsuperscript{101} CARANDINI 2012: 263-264.
Studies

In the amphitheater of the Roman city of Salona were discovered in 1911 some frescoes attributed to the installation of Christian cult of martyrdom nature\(^{103}\) in one of the corridors originally used as a worship chapel to Nemesis. These frescoes, dating from the early sixth century by the style of the clothing of the characters appearing\(^{104}\) (date also considered that of the foundation of the chapel\(^{105}\)) contained the representations of some of the martyrs killed in the same amphitheater, with their names inscribed thereon. Unfortunately, the frescoes disappeared in 1987 due to conservation problems\(^{106}\). The amphitheater of Salona was the setting for most of the martyroms documented in the town, so we are facing again a martyr’s memory space, but also facing a case of Christianization of pagan religious space, since as mentioned before, the precise location of this entertainment building where Christian cult is detected was originally the chapel where gladiators entrusted themselves to Nemesis before heading out to the arena.

The amphitheater of Corduba – which was known through the epigraphy and from the passio of the martyr Aciscus written in medieval times – has been discovered and excavated in the early twenty-first century. The first signs of re-use or re-occupation (as its excavators prefer to say), different from the original recreational function are detected at the beginning of the fourth century\(^{107}\). Recent archaeological works have revealed the presence of a late antique architectural complex consisting on which its excavators described as “two sets of buildings belonging to the same building process”. The complex is dated between the early fourth century and early fifth or at the beginning of the sixth century, and entails the following: a) the fragments of two buildings with an undefined floor plan settled on the sand, and b) three buildings showing identical floor plan, settled on the proedria and the ima caea consisting each one of them in an apsidal structure of c. 8.30 m in diameter attached to the podium and a rectangular area of over 12 m wide and an indeterminate length\(^{108}\). Another structure of the amphitheater is identified as a possible early Christian cult building: it would be the adaptation of a room beside a uimitorium with access from the corridor\(^{109}\). All this gives shape to a very complex and primitive worship center, although recently the Christian nature of these structures has been questioned\(^{110}\).

The case of the Dyrrachion amphitheater (Durrës, Albania) is outstanding from the point of view of structural conservation. There we find two chapels: the first one consists of an apse attached to the podium and a nave settled onto a uimitorium of ima caea, while the second one stands in the middle of the caea and displays decoration with frescoes. Maybe there is a third chapel, but it’s still undergoing identification\(^{111}\). Furthermore, it is documented a possible baptistery and a vast necropolis occupying the sand and other parts of the amphitheater. Despite the difficulties of an archeological excavation which seems to have suffered from many shortcomings, this whole Christian building program is attributed to the last quarter of the fifth century and is set in relation to the city restoration undertaken by the emperor Anastasius I, who was born in this city. The chapels would be consecrated to the bishop Austin, to Saint Stephen and to a local martyr whose name is not stated.

As concerns to Saint Agnes, we have already referred above to her martyrdom at the Stadium of Domitian, where it is located currently a baroque church, designed by Borromini, occupying part of the stadium bleachers, in the same place where before the twelfth century was already a church. Indeed, in 1123 the Pope Calixto II enlarged a chapel\(^{112}\) built in one of the vaults (de cryptis agonis\(^{113}\)) of the stadium. This chapel was erected in Late Antiquity or in the Early Middle Ages, and would appear already referenced in the second half of the eighth century in the Itinerary of Einsiedeln\(^{114}\). Actually, in the stadium there are documented some tombs of about the sixth century, which in all probability could be related to the presence of an oratory in these earlier times\(^{115}\). Unique is the example of great Flavian amphitheater in Rome, where many Christian executions are assumed – the first and actually the only nominally known would probably be that of Ignatius of Antioch, mentioned above, and never confirmed by the sources — and wherein the construction of Christian edilicia appears to be very late. After the Colosseum was turned into residence of noble families, in the fourteenth century the Senate donated one third of the building to San Giovanni Hospital\(^{116}\), but such an act of generosity on the part of government was not devotional but occurred for the sake of the prosaic purpose of cleaning the area of thieves, prostitutes and thugs\(^{117}\). In 1675 Clement X consecrated the Colosseum to the persecuted Christians\(^{118}\), and in 1749 it

---

\(^{103}\) GORDINI 1968:778.

\(^{104}\) BULIĆ 1914: 22-23; MARIN 1994: 80. The space where we find this trace of Christian worship has also been defined as the “east chapel of the gladiators”, MACKIE 2003: 214, 221.

\(^{105}\) BULIĆ 1914: 222.

\(^{106}\) NIKOLAJEVIĆ 1980: 59-70.


\(^{108}\) MURILLO/GUTIÉRREZ/RODRÍGUEZ/RIUZ 2010: 286-287.

\(^{109}\) MURILLO/GUTIÉRREZ/RODRÍGUEZ/RIUZ 2010: 286-287.

\(^{110}\) BASSO 2003: 908.

\(^{111}\) Hidalgo Prieto 2012: 249-274.

\(^{112}\) Bowes/Hoti 2003: fig. 4.

\(^{113}\) Armellini 1891: 469.

\(^{114}\) In these terms the church is named in a bull of Pope Urban III, Armellini 1891: 470.

\(^{115}\) Josi 1961: col. 399.

\(^{116}\) Santangeli Valenzani 2012: 119.

\(^{117}\) Napoli 2007: 8.

\(^{118}\) Luciani 1993: 195-196. In memory of this fact, there is still a stemma with the image of the Savior in the keystone of the entrance arch on the Lateran side.
was declared a public church by Benedict XIV\textsuperscript{115}. Also from modern centuries are the unsuccessful intentions to build in churches showing certain monumentality: the execution of the project of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, from about 1670, for building a small temple in the center of the arena in honor of the martyrs remaining\textsuperscript{120}. So it did the project of Carlo Fontana, dated in 1725 and consisting in the construction of a Tempio ai Martiri at one end of the arena\textsuperscript{121}. Nor was achieved, as it was planned, the establishment of a secular congregation who would take charge of building a great temple on the occasion of the Holy Year 1750\textsuperscript{122}. Be that as it may, the intention and the advocacy of these projects show, once again, that for Christianity the arenas of the amphitheaters remained marked with a a deep symbolic meaning. And in fact there is currently a modern and modest chapel dedicated to Santa Maria della Pietà enabled for worship in one of the vaults below the E sector of the amphitheater, a chapel only referenced in modern documentation but which some authors have traced back as being more than one thousand years old\textsuperscript{123} hypothesis that, for the moment, has no firm archaeological evidence to be supported on\textsuperscript{124}.

The case of St. Peter’s would remain beyond our argument: although a church was built in the space of the circus of Caligula and Nero, this was not to commemorate the place of the martyrdom, but motivated by the presence of another martyr tomb that, circumstantially, was located in the necropolis adjacent to the circus. That’s why when Constantine built his basilica, it invaded much of the circus, which was already in ruins from the second century, and the Emperor was charged to definitely obliterate it before raising the church in honor of St. Peter. Therefore the place where the Apostle was martyred appears to have passed completely unnoticed for Constantine: there was no will to Christianize the spectacles building for being a martyrial scenario, but they simply planned to build a basilica on a holy tomb which, coincidentally, was right next to the ruins of a circus where, in turn, the Apostle had been executed. In any event, the pilgrims originally venerated, and even today still venerate the tomb of St. Peter, not the scene of his martyrdom.

Furthermore, Christian edilicia is preserved in at least more than fifty entertainment buildings in Roman cities, which the conserved hagiographic literature does not mention as having been martyrial sites. These are the most common cases, often with churches that were built later, in medieval times (but which may hide a late antique church, as seen in Tarragona): the so-called Old Cathedral in the bleachers of the Cartagena’s theater, Santa Maria de las Arenas in the hypothetical Barcelona amphitheater\textsuperscript{125}, Santa Maria dell’Arena in the amphitheater of Ancona, the convent of San Donato and San Bernardo on the causea of Arezzo’s amphitheater, Santa Maria al Circo and San Maurizio al Monastero Maggiore in the Milan circus, the church of St. John’s in Chester’s amphitheater, the remains of a chapel on the spina of the Tyre’s hippodrome, or the Chapel in the sacellum of the hippodrome in Caesarea Maritima, to cite just a few examples that we are investigating. Is this an indication that in those amphitheatres and circuses, theaters and hippodromes some Christians were executed, or at least so they believed local traditions? Are we facing the archaeological testimony of martyrdoms that hagiographic literature did not report, or whose texts have not survived?

The construction of these churches within the perimeter of the spectacles buildings are special cases, worthy of being studied not only because of the intense intrinsic significance it has for Christianity to occupy these former pagan spaces, often martyrial, but also because of the implications that this phenomenon entails for Archeology and for the study of ancient urbanism: not a few cases of late antique necropolis and churches that have reached our days due to their prolonged use over time maybe also could have been settled within entertainment buildings now disappeared, or of which is difficult to detect any direct archaeological trace. In this sense, these special churches, still present in our urban landscapes—which is no longer the case of entertainment buildings—could act as indicators, and would be the thread of which start throwing to recover the memory of an earlier pagan constructive reality.

*****

This symbolic link between ludic setting and martyrdom was also echoed by the Art (and still it does). At first, scenes relating to the martyrdom were represented decontextualized of any architectural setting, mainly in certain luxury tableware such as those made of Terra Sigillata Africana C – is renowned the plate in Hayes form 53 A, dated to the second half of the fourth century with a martyr between two lions and the inscription DOMINA VICTORIA\textsuperscript{126} –, but also in paintings as shown in figures contained in the outstanding Thaenae ara\textsuperscript{127}. In Late Antiquity, especially in late Roman times, everyone knew where these particular deaths have been occurred, so they would not even need to represent the background, as evidenced by the examples given.

Later, in medieval and modern centuries, when the architectural remains of the spectacles buildings had progressively disappeared from the skyline of the cities and from the memory of its inhabitants, they began to

\textsuperscript{115} LUCIANI 1993: 204.
\textsuperscript{116} LUCIANI 1993: 203.
\textsuperscript{117} DI MACCO 1971: 82-89; LUCIANI 1993: 198.
\textsuperscript{118} DI MACCO 1971: 204.
\textsuperscript{119} NAPOLI 2007: 8.
\textsuperscript{120} While it is true that tombs were installed in the surroundings of amphitheater between the fifth and seventh centuries, MENEGHINI SANTANGELI VALENZANI 1993: 89-109, this fact might be put in relation with the today disappeared church of St. James, which was located outside the amphitheater, a few meters from the E façade. Even more if we consider that the Colosseum was used as scenes building until 534, what a priori does not seem to encourage the idea of the implementation of Christian edilicia inside the perimeter before this date. On the other hand, in 1895 some enigmatic burials were found in the sand, NAPOLI 2007: 9-10, very close to the above-mentioned chapel of Santa Maria della Pietà. We think these burials may be dated under fully medieval chronologies.

\textsuperscript{121} Sales CARBONELL 2011: 61-73.
\textsuperscript{122} WEIDEMANN 1999: n. 13.
\textsuperscript{123} The ara or altar coming from early Christian necropolis Thaenae (Sfax, Tunisia), has a cubic shape and four painted sides, two of which are damnati ad bestias, most likely representing Christian martyrs related to the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis, according to latest iconographic interpretations, see CACITTI et ali 2011: 8, 71-136. Some authors simply interpreted the Thaenae paintings as scenes from an amphitheater, but in any event there is unanimity in noting that the damnatio ad bestias, when it applied to a pagan or a Christian, occurred in the framework of a spectacles building shows.
be frequent the representations of certain martyrdoms with an amphitheater as background. That is the case of a tenth century illustration representing two lions devouring Ignatius of Antioch in an amphitheater. And even more significant if possible for our issue is the case of two paintings: “The Death of St. Sebastian” (Josse Lieferinxe, 1497) and a curious fresco/mural of the eighteenth century in which appears the martyrdom of Ignatius of Antioch preserved in the San Vital church (Rome). Both works represented the martyrdoms outside the perimeter of an amphitheater, which is the Flavian in both cases. We wonder whether it could it be that they represented the martyrdoms in this way so that the viewer, now too distant the facts, quickly identifies the presence and importance of the recreational setting in the composition. Anyway, Roman pagan architecture was no longer the scene and had acquired the category of supporting actor in the compositional scheme of Christian martyrdom.

In contemporary times, the phenomenon was inherited by the historicist painting style of the late nineteenth century, with Jean-Léon Gérôme’s painting depicting the martyrs of Lyon’s prayers before dying in the arena as a paradigm of this iconography. And this setting became popular to the masses through film productions, where it would be really hard not to find an amphitheater background in any Hollywood peplum including Christian martyrdom scenes.

Thus, by hagiographic literature and through artistic expressions, the physical and symbolic association between martyrdom and amphitheater — the latter understood as generic spectacles building — remained in the collective imagination over the centuries, to the point that even in the nineteenth-century took shape a legend telling that the quintessential amphitheater, the Colosseum in Rome, had been designed by a Christian architect named Gaudentius, who in turn, and always according to the legend, would have died martyred in the sands of his own work.

In conclusion, from the earliest persecutions some trials of Christians, but above all many martyrdoms and executions, were carried out in Roman spectacles buildings. And when it was not so, not a few writers of acta, vitae and passio took advantage to somehow allude to these evocative scenarios of high symbolic charge in the context of the Christian “fight”: the victory of the martyrs had occurred on and with the arena, and the myth did nothing but growing from the days of the persecutions and almost to the present day. And this — as it couldn’t be otherwise — had also its impact on the new sacred edilicia that pervaded the present day. And this — as it couldn’t be otherwise — had also its impact on the new sacred edilicia that pervaded the present day. And this — as it couldn’t be otherwise — had also its impact on the new sacred edilicia that pervaded the present day.
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